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Murder On Lenox Hill Victoria Thompson 2006-06-06 When the affluent Lintons of Lenox Hill summoned Sarah Brandt to examine their teenage daughter, their worst fear is confirmed: she is with child. The pregnancy is a mystery, however, and Sarah must determine if the baby is the daughter’s or her mother’s. It’s a delicate situation, casting suspicion on those close to the Lintons, including their beloved minister, the Reverend Oliver Uphur. But as Sarah and a reluctant Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy investigate, fate deals their inquiry a horrific blow. When the daughter falls ill and dies the next day, they must not only uncover the truth behind the Linton girl’s pregnancy, they must track down Uphur’s killer before this sordid affair wreaks havoc on more innocent lives.

Reckoning by Matthew Reilly 2013-12-20 In the city of Newcastle upon Tyne the exclusive club for the city's scions of privilege, the Devries Club, is divided between the city's high net worth and the city's less fortunate. The Devries Club is run by Mr. Devries, an affable man, who is also the proprietor of the nearby night club. But the club has a dark secret hidden in the bowels of the city. It is a secret that Mr. Devries is determined to keep hidden. But when a young woman is found dead in the club, the club is thrown into chaos. The police are called in to investigate and they quickly discover that the club is involved in some dark dealings. It is up to the police to uncover the truth and bring those responsible to justice. But the club is determined to fight back and protect their secrets. It is a race against time as the police try to uncover the truth before it is too late. The city is on edge as the police hunt for the truth and the club fights to keep their secrets hidden.
Cross has shaped her own identity—as a reporter and a sleuth. As the nineteenth century draws to a close, Fancies and Fashion reporter Emma Cross is sent by the Newport Observer to cover an elite house party at Rough Point, a “cottage” owned by her distant cousin Frederick Vanderbilt that has been rented as an artist retreat. To her surprise, the illustrious guests include her estranged Bohemian parents—recently returned from Europe—as well as a variety of notable artists, including author Edith Wharton. But when one of the artists is discovered dead at the bottom of a cliff, Rough Point becomes anything but a house of mirth. After a second murder, no one is above suspicion—including Emma’s parents. As Newport police detective Jesse Whyte searches for a killer, Emma tries to draw her own conclusions with the help of Mrs. Wharton. But with so many sketchy suspects, she’ll need to canvas the crime scenes carefully, before the cunning culprit takes her out of the picture next . . . Praise for Alyssa Maxwell and her Gilded Newport Mysteries "Another entertaining entry in this cozy series." —Library Journal on Murder at Beechwood "Maxwell's second entry has a credible mystery, solved by a female detective who's likeable." —Kirkus Reviews on Murder at Marble House Outsider in Amsterdam Janwillem Van de Wetering 1975 The first in The Amsterdam Cops series of internationally renowned crime thrillers which feature Detective Grijpstra and Sergeant DeGier of the Amsterdam police force. There are now twelve novels in the series which has been published in fourteen languages but is only now available in the UK. One of the masters of the mystery form. ’ - Los Angeles Times ’A superb storyteller.’ - Chicago Tribune ’Cool prose, serene mind, impish wit.’ - New York Times’ Murder on Washington Square Victoria Thompson 2000-03-01 Turn-of-the-century New York City midwife Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy are thrust into a twisted case of murder-when a seductress falls victim to her own charades. The Age of Innocence Edith Wharton 2008-05-06 Winner of the 1921 Pulitzer Prize, The Age of Innocence is an elegant, masterful portrait of desire and betrayal in old New York-now with a new introduction from acclaimed author Colm Tóibín for the novel’s centennial. With vivid power, Wharton evokes a time of gaslit streets, formal dances held in the ballrooms of stately brownstones, and society people “who dreaded scandal more than disease.” This is Newland Archer’s world as he prepares to marry the docile May Welland. Then, suddenly, the mysterious, intensely nonconformist Countess Ellen Olenska returns to New York after a long absence, turning Archer’s world upside down. This classic Wharton tale of thwarted love is an exuberantly comic and profoundly moving look at the passions of the human heart, as well as a literary achievement of the highest order. Murder In Chinatown Victoria Thompson 2007-06-05 In Chinatown to deliver a baby, Sarah Brandt meets a group of women she might otherwise never have come across: Irish girls who, after alighting on Ellis Island alone, have married Chinese men in the same predicament. But with bigotry in New York from every side, their mixed-race children are often treated badly, by the Irish, the Chinese—even the police. When the new mother’s half-Chinese, half-Irish, 15-year-old niece goes missing, Sarah knows that alerting the constables would prove futile. So she turns to Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy—and together they begin the search themselves. And after they find her, dead in an alley, Sarah and Malloy have ample suspects—from both sides of Canal Street. The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness Florence Hartley 1876 Murder on St. Mark's Place Victoria Thompson 2000-03-01 In turn-of-the-century New York City, midwife Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy see birth and death—and even murder...